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1.0 INTRODUCTION ,
1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This primary objective of this research was to determine the feasibility of a
laboratory capability to determine elastic constants of materials from room temperature
up to 1500 - 2000" F. The resulting project can then be divided into two sub-tasks.
During the first phase of the task, a furnace assembly for the determination of elastic
constants using ultrasonic velocity measurements was fabricated. After construction of
the furnace assembly, the second phase of the project was used to perform experiments
using the Matec MB8000 system in order to optimize upon various methods of coupling
ultrasonic signals into the specimens at these elevated temperatures. In addition one set
of experiments was run using a laser ultrasonics system to determine the feasibility of
that technique.
This research has pointed out the significance of this measurement technique in
the determination of materials characteristics which would be difficult to obtain
otherwise and also re-emphasized the difficulties that still reside with the implementation
of the technique, particularly if the desire is to set up a routine measurement capability.
As demonstrated in this work, the individuals performing the measurements do have to
develop considerable expertise with the technique and the Matec instrumentation in order
to perform the measurements reliably throughout the temperature range of the furnace.
1.2 ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF MATERIALS CHARACTERISTERISTICS
Stress and strain'in materials can be expressed most simply in terms of Hooke's
law. That is, the structure of the material can be described by atoms held together by
springs and most simply, the strain is directly proportional to the stress. Hooke's law
applies to small strains to avoid plastic deformation. A more in-depth discussion of the
theory underlying this work is presented in Appendix A.
A considerable amount of materials information can be obtained about the
crystalline properties of a material by determining the elastic constants over the desired
temperature range1. It is interesting to note that a traditional nondestructive testing
technique such as ultrasonics can provide information about phase transformations,
dislocations in single crystals, and even radiation effects in single crystal materials2. This
technique can then serve as a complemetary measurement to assist in determining the
usefulness of a material for service at high temperatures, . Materials in service in such
hostile environments can then be monitored for change in structure once characteristic
elastic constants are determined.
There is some information in the literature which reports on the types of materials
characterization which can be obtained through the use of elastic constant determination.
Most experimental work is quite tedious and has been reserved to academic research and
some nuclear materials research activities. There certainly seem to be some gaps in the
types of materials studied. For example, we have not found any major effort in
determining elastic constants of materials such as superalloys to be reported in the
literature. That is not to say that aerospace companies may have performed some
research in the area, but have only published internal documentation on their results.
References 1 and 2 do contain a lot of information about the studies that had been
performed up to the time of their submission for publication. Since no standardization in
techniques or procedures had formalized up to that time, the techniques discussed were in
general quite different from the technique used with either the Matec System or the laser
system presented here.
The usefulness of using changes in elastic constants to determine a particular
materials property is quite evident. For instance Figure 1 shows how a phase
transformation in Rhenium at 1700 ° C was found. This approach developed in response
to the need to monitor materials exposed to radiation at high temperatures in nuclear
reactors.
Figure 1. Elastic constants of Rhenium from room temperature to the melting point.
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1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The theoretical and experimental development of elasticity has seen constant
progress for many years. Early work in theoretical computations was fostered in the
quantum physics community in the 1930 - 1950 era when much of the noted quantum
mechanics work prospered. For example much of the foundation for numerical
computation in elastic properties occurred in the work of Max Born and his associates in
trying to predict materials properties from absolute zero all the way up the melting
point3'4. Since the atomic potentials of the structure are required for a priori computation
of the elastic forces, it makes sense that quantum physicists would be the group of
scientists interested in that research.
Experimental work at that time was primarily centered around static
measurements of elastic constants2'5. Primarily the experiments measured volume
changes on pure materials in known crystallographic orientations under stress. Since the
major goals of that time period were to develop methods to compute and measure
properties of materials, they worked primarily with single crystals and other simple
structures. Scientific objectives dominated the desire to predict from first principles the
properties of materials and only simple crystalline materials could be investigated with
the computing power available. Engineering or metallurgical applications were
considered too complex at that time. The static methods give elastic constants which are
isothermal and can differ slightly from values obtained from the dynamic measurements
such as the ultrasonic techniques4. The precision of static measurements also was limited
by the ability to measure small strains. X-ray diffraction techniques still provide a useful
tool for that measurement.
The early work using ultrasonic techniques focused on resonance frequency
experiments and at a later time began to measure the time of flight of low frequency
elastic waves through materials at room temperature2'4'5. As faster electronic systems
evolved, the ability to measure time-of-flights in microseconds allowed non-resonance
techniques to become useful.The desire to go to higher frequencies was accomplished
only by using multiple echoes and pulse echo overlap techniques with oscilloscope
displays, such as the sing-around technique1. Further improvement in electronics allowed
the ability to measure time of flight of higher frequency elastic waves by more direct
methods1'8. The references listed above not only describe the measurement techniques
developed during their respective time periods, but also provide a good indication of the
accuracy and precision of the various techniques.
The ultrasonic techniques, for both resonance and time-of-flight measurements,
provides adiabatic constants since the stress wave passes through the crystal volume,
vibrating the atoms without transferring thermal excitation to the crystal. This can be
compared with the older static measurement techniques, as described above.
2.0 COMPUTATIONS
Ultrasonics is useful for this type of measurement in that the velocities of
ultrasonic waves depend strictly upon the elastic properties of materials. Hence the
following relations, derivable from Hooke's Law, are used to calculate adiabatic elastic
constants from velocity measurements. Appendix A contains a more in-depth description
of the effects of the crystalline structure on the interpretation of elastic moduli and
subsequently how one would interpret ultrasonic velocity measurements along various
crystallographic axes.
Note that in the normal relations defined for shear modulus, G and Young's
modulus, E are given as:
(1) G = vy2p and E = vj 2p
This relation for E holds only for slender rods. For bulk materials one uses the definition
of the bulk modulus B, which is defined by
E
(2) B = ~rr — - where v is Poisson's ratio.
Thus for non-slender materials, which is more characteristic of our samples, one uses
to calculate Young's modulus. Likewise, G can be calculated from E using:
For the laser generation of surface waves the most useful way to obtain G from a
surface wave velocity is to use
(6) G = c,.2p/0.895.9
Then the relations given above are used to determine E and B, knowing Poisson's ratio.
The variation of elastic constants with temperature is normally experessed
through the use of the Duhamel-Neumann equation:
(7) o-jj = X 8jj e^ + 2 \L EJJ -a (3 X + 2 ji)(T - T0) 5jj
where a is the thermal expansion of the material and the other variables are defined in
Appendix A. Note that the temperature variation is a function of the change in volume
due to thermal expansion of the material.
Another useful set of relations which we found to be useful in evaluating the use
of buffer rods for the determination of elastic constants are the definition of the acoustic
impedance, given by Z =vj p and definitions of reflection coefficient and transmission
coefficient. Thus
(2.2 -Zj) 2Z2(8) R = "75 — , ~ , and T =
Z2
or if r = -=~- the one can use the alternate formulation for R and T; i.e.
(9)
The importance of these equations will be seen in section 3 since they affect how
one needs to interpret the experimental data. These relations ultimately determine the
ability to launch acoustic waves into specimens and discriminate the appropriate signals
for determining the positioning of gates for use with the Matec instrumentation.
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACE SYSTEM
The ultrasonic measurement system developed in this works uses a Model 3320
Split Tube furnace from Applied Test Systems, Inc.. The split tube furnace was chosen in
order to simplify sample exchange when performing experiments. The inside dimensions
of the furnace determine the sample sizes allowed. The model purchased for this work
has an inside diameter of 2 inches and a heated length of 10 inches. Maximum
temperature for this furnace is rated at 1700 °C or 2668 "F when maximum power of
2940 watts is used.
Temperature control is provided by a Eurotherm model 818 temperature
controller using a model 462 SCR power controller assembly. A type S thermocouple
provides the sensing required for the temperature control. We have used these
temperature controllers in several of our KC-135 flight furnaces usied for microgravity
materials processing experiments and have been very pleased with their performance.
3.2 ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
3.2.1 TECHNIQUES USED IN THIS STUDY
The two techniques that were studied for this project were a.) the use of a quartz
buffer rod to couple the acoustic energy to the specimen and b.) a pulsed laser diode
source of acoustic energy. The quartz buffer rod and its many variations have been used
for many years while pulsed lasers are relatively new. Figure 3. shows conceptually how
the two techniques relate to each other. In section 3.4 some comparisons between the
current capabilities of each technique will be given.
a.) Mdtec System configuration
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Figure 2. Experimental configurations for the quartz buffer rod technique and the
pulsed laser system.
3.2.1 QUARTZ BUFFER RODS
As mentioned in the introduction, the availability of electronic circuits which
could measure time-of-flight of rf bursts of acoustic energy in the nanosecond regime
opened up a new capability for elastic constant determination. Many researchers have
participated in making such measurements, particularly at room temperature. The number
of measurements at high temperatures is less numerous due to the difficulties required in
making such measurements.
The published literature presents some of the potential sources of error in
measuring time of flight using buffer rods:l>8>9
1. Mode converted signals from sidewall reflections.
2. Dispersion
3. Transducer and sample bond (acoustic coupling)
4. Phase Cancellation
5. Wave Diffraction.
Mode conversion is handled in either of two ways: 1) by calculating the divergence of
the acoustic beam at the frequency of interest and then use a buffer rod larger than the
divergence of the beam or 2) to use a thin waveguide (or wire) assuming that only one
mode will be able to propagate through the waveguide. We chose to use the former
concept and implemented a 1" diameter quartz buffer rod.
Acoustic energy losses at the interfaces during the travel of the ultrasonic beam
play an important part in determining the travel time of the beam. Generally an
oscilloscope display has to be used to determine the proper time sequences at which the
primary ultrasonic pulse occurs and the occurences of the various reflected signals from
the interfaces in the ultrasonic propagation system. In this case the ultrasonic propagation
system consists of both the sample and the buffer rod. In order to differentiate among the
possible reflected pulses from each interface, an estimate of the travel time is made and
one then looks for a pulse within that time frame. For instance the ultrasonic velocity of
an aluminum sample allow will always lie around 6.3 x 103 meters/second, decreasing
with temperature, as shown in equation 7. The exact value will then be determined from
the measurement process. In order to select the proper reflected signals for the
measurement, one must know from the oscilloscope display, which signals to set the
gate. Figure 3, shown on the next page, illustrates how an idealized ultrasonic velocity
measurement system would be configured in a pulse echo arrangement. It is important to
note that the two interfaces labelled in the schematic play an important role in making
measurements with the system. The effect of the coupling between the two materials at
each interface will always deteriate the signal amplitudes one is trying to measure.
Consequently a major effort has been made to optimize the transmission characteristics
of the coupling agents in the experiments performed in this work.
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Figure 3. Typical system configuration used to measure ultrasonic velocities with a
buffer rod.
The Matec System B8000 provides a technique which does not depend upon
ultrasonic signal amplitudes as much as previous instrumentation. Using phase-sensitive
measurement procedures, the intent of the technique is to measure phase changes in the
desired ultrasonic signals and avoid spurious amplitude variations due to to coupling
problems or phase cancellation effects such as observed by destructive interference
effects in the many ultrasonic beams which might propagate in the measurement system.
This effect is described in more detail in the next paragraph. It is useful to remember that
the use of phase-sensitive methods for the determination of ultrasonic velocity
measurements is characteristic of the Matec approach.
For the purposes of better understanding how the Matec system works, its
important to understand the significance of phase cancelation. The ultrasonic signals used
in this work were longitudinal waves, which means that the acoustic pressure of the
measurement pulse is a superposition of the waves being received at the transducer. If
two reflected pulses traveling two different paths, happen arrive at the receiving
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transducer at the same time, then out-of-phase superposition of the pressure waves can
result in observation of a reduced signal amplitude due to destructive interference. Hence
it can occur that one may not even see the reflected wave from the surface of interest.
Phase relationships can also affect the precision of the time-of-flight measure-
ments1'6'7'8. Since the transmitted pulse is a sinusoidal wave train, there is no precise
point (or amplitude) from which to measure in determining the actual travel time of the
acoustic energy. At each reflecting interface small phase changes occur in the amplitude
of the reflected energy with respect to the transmitted energy. The overall effect is to
produce an uncertainity in the actual travel time of the ultrasonic energy. The discussion
of the phase sensitive method used by the Matec system will illustrate this phenomenon.
3.3 MATEC SYSTEM OPERATION
3.3.1 THEORY OF OPERATION
The Matec MBS - 8000 Ultrasonic Test System uses a phase sensitive
measurement technique to measure the time of flight Earlier techniques based on
matching a particular point on a wave amplitude display have serious sources of errors.
The Matec system was designed to by-pass some these sources of error.
The method used by the Matec system compensates for discrepancies in
amplitude and signals with contributing phase effects is to use a phase-locked loop
concept as shown in Figure 4 on the next page.
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Figure 4. Waveforms used in Matec MBS-8000 System for velocity measurements.
The two upper waveforms, labelled Gate 1 and Gate 2, represent reflections from
the front and back surfaces of the sample respectively. As described in the previous
commentary, it is difficult to precisely measure from a specific waveform position, such
as the first maximum amplitude, in each of these wave-forms. However if a continuous
sinusoidal waveform is used as a reference waveform (or time-scale) throughout the
ultrasonic transmission and reception process, then one has a ruler with with to compare
with at all times. Then the phase detector will measure the proper time for the waveform
position, with respect to the reference waveform, not from a reflected waveform which
may be distorted. The proper expression for the time of flight then becomes:
where A<{) is the phase change between output pulse and received waveform. The
software supplied from Matec performs the task of making this measurement for the user.
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3.3.2 LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS
The Matec MBS -8000 System, which had been purchased previously by MSFC
for materials characterization purposes, was set up and used in this study. Both students
working with the system spent considerable time and effort in learning how to use the
system optimally. The instructions provided by the manufacturer were not easily
converted into day-to-day use of the system. For that reason we have included a
discussion about the trial and error procedures developed during this contract and
Appendix 2 as a compilation of procedures which were implemented in order to get
consistency in the measurement process. Even at that, good data is difficult to get,
especially at higher temperatures.
For example a typical oscilloscope display for setting gates to make
measurements looks like Figure 5.
Ott> 52.40us
Figure 5. Oscilloscope display showing types of waveforms observed by detector probe.
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Operational procedures issued by the manufacturer stressed the importance of
setting the ultrasonic gates at several reflections from the specimen! walls. Most of time,
particularly with the buffer rod measurements, the oscilloscope displays were extremely
difficult to use in order to discern the appropriate reflected waveforms. Choosing echos
by sight on the oscilloscope screen was not completely accurate. Many echoes would
overlap due to propagation through each material set (transducer, buffer rod and
sample). Prior knowledge of the anticipated travel time was required most of the time in
order to set the gates on the the correct signals.
The students modified the Basic program supplied by Matec to also include the
capability to print out velocity values and standard deviations for each sets of readings.
Standard deviation in the measurements taken varied from 0.020 ^.seconds to as high as
0.5 (iseconds in the normal measurement mode using the 10 measurement averaging
algorithm. Reproducibility of test results was always a problem.
Sonotrace couplant was the best interface couplant tried in this study, but it did
not allow for very high temperature range. However it was always used for the coupling
material between the ultrasonic transducer and the buffer rod. That interface does not
normally go above ambient temperature. Several other coupling agents were tested for
the high temperature interface, but none were really successful. Teflon tape10'11 had been
reported in two journal articles, however our attempts with it gave poor results. Molten
metals have also been suggested12, however, we feel that alloying of the specimen might
give erroneous results also.
Best results for the higher temperatures were epoxy materials obtained from
Aremco Ceramics. This company offers several blends of adhesives for bonding metals
to ceramics. Several procedures were developed to obtain useful bonding with these
materials. Generally these adhesives worked well at high temperatures until the ceramic
baked dry. At this point the acoustic bonds impaired echo transmissions to a point that
14
not enough energy could get through the various interfaces in order to averaging of more
than two echoes.
Even with good bonding, the reflections assigned to the sample interfaces will
decrease with temperature because of the variation of the reflection coefficent with
acoustic impedance (equations 8 or 9). Note that as the temperature of the sample
increases, the density p of the sample decreases and the reflection coefficient decreases
linearly with repect to temperature. The thermal coefficient for quartz is assumed to be
neglible relative to the aluminum sample. Calculations of these two phenomena are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 which follow.
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Figure 5. Calculated density change for aluminum with temperature.
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Figure 6. Calculated reflection coefficient for Al-SiC>2 interface which shows how
decreasing reflection coefficient with increasing temperature. This helpd to explain
increased difficulty with the high temperature measurements.
The students made a number of observations on experimental results obtained
with the Matec system. For instance, the Matec manual says that optimal measurement
technique is to position the gate just past the midpoint of the echo peak. We never
observed that this positon gave any better results than any other. Usually the highest
point in the peak was used. This seemed to give the best results. Usually the smallest gate
width was used for marking echoes.
The pulser amplitude, as displayed on the adjustments menu, was not adjustable
above 446 millivolts,. A larger amplitude capability would have been able to transmit
the energy through the various interfaces and allowed for better discrimination of the
smaller echoes. Recently new literature from Matec indicates that higher power systems
are available. It appears that this problem will not occur in future systems.
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The data collected from a temperature excursions to 500 °C gives
calculated bulk modulus using equation (3) is given in Figure 7. This graph shows a lot
of scatter in the data.
Figure 7. Measured Bulk Modulus of Aluminum
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Note that the data does follow a linear variation in E with respect to temperature as
predicted from the Duhamel-Neuman thermoelastic equation. A smple equation relating
the change in E to the coefficient of expansion changes with temperature for aluminum is
given in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Calculated Bulk Modulus of Aluminum.
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3.4. LASER ACOUSTO-ULTRASONICS MEASUREMENT
The NDE Laboratory at the Johns Hopkins13 University, under Dr. Robert E.
Green Jr., have built an laser generated and measurement system for determining elastic
constants for the NASA/Lewis Research Center. We were able to sub-contract a visit
from the graduate student doing the work to travel to Huntsville and perform a
measurement for us using the M&P Laboratory furnace.Mr. Robert Huber was able to
come to Huntsville in August and spent two days working with Mr. Bill Smith on the
tests.
The laser system has a lot of merit for this type of measurement in that data is
fairly easy to obtain from reflective surfaces. The experimental arrangement was shown
in Figure 2. The student, Robert Huber, had very few problems in setting up the
instrument with the M&P furnace assembly and then to take data. Alignment procedures
seemed to be fairly straight-forward. The focal length of the system was pre-set and had
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sufficient room to set up the system. As mentioned previously this particular system was
to be delivered to Lewis Research Center upon completion of their grant period.
The laser generated acoustic wave which was observable with the interferometric
system was a Rayleigh wave traveling along the surface of the specimen. Hence the
measured elastic constants are representative of only the materials at the surface of the
specimen and not within the bulk. Hence the elastic constant calculated from this
quantity is G, the shear modulus.
Figure 9. shows the waveform obtained from the laser acousto-ultrasonic
measurement. The value of G obtained from that measurement is given by equation 6 or
G= vr2p/(X895 =25.1 x 109 Pascals.
Figure 9. Laser acousto-ultrasonic waveform which gives vr = 2.89 * 10 3 m/sec.
| 16.5mm |
<0 «1
5.7 microseconds
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The precision of the technique is still quite poor as the students were not able observe
variation in the elastic constant measurement from 23 to 250 ° C. This is due to the lack
of either accuracy or precision in intrepreting oscilloscope displays for the measurement.
The literature quotes a corresponding value of 27.5 Pascals for Aluminum
alloys16. We do not know what alloy our specimen was, hence there is no need to try and
determine any error in results from the technique. We can then calculate E = 33.6 x 109
Pascals and B = 67.6 x 109 Pascals . The literature quotes 72.4 x 109 Pascals for B16.
Note that at 23 °C using the quartz buffer rod, we obtained an elastic modulus of 69 x
109 Pascals.
3.5 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
a) Fabrication of delivery of high temperature furnace.
b) Experimental verification of elastic constant determination with Matec system,
c.) Experimental verification of elastic constant determination with laser system,
d) Evaluation of several types of materials for high temperature coupling.
Recommendations include:
a) Continue research into coupling agents for high temperatures. Several other
materials have been suggested since contract terminated. This technique will be
useful for characterizing high temperature components. A mor structured sample
set would be useful in that regard.
b) Increase ultrasonic transducer energy to obtain stronger reflected signal as
noted above. Even Matec provides the capabilities now.
c) Further research into the capabilities of the laser ultrasonics system. If the
precision and accuracy are improved, the technique will be quite useful in high
temperature materials programs.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
A laboratory facility for measuring elastic moduli up to 1700 * C has been
constructed and delivered to Marshall Space Flight Center. We have demonstrated that
the ultrasonic method can be used to determine elastic constants of materials from room
temperature to their melting points. The ease in coupling high frequency acoustic energy
is still a difficult task and needs further refinement. Even as the report was being written
new coupling materials and higher power ultrasonic pulsers have been suggested to us.
The current work was only able to scratch the surface in terms of showing the full
capabilities of either technique used here, especially since there is such a large learning
curve in developing proper methodolgies to take measurements into the high temperature
region. The laser acoustic system does not seem to have sufficient precison at this time to
replace the normal buffer rod methodology.
A recommendation which can be made is to continue the work with a more
structured set of samples in order to improve and verify the precision of the measurement
techniques. It is also worthwhile to consider developing the laser ultrasonic technique at
Marshall Space Flight Center. The types of samples of interest to Marshall Space Flight
Center are probably different from those of interest to Lewis Research Center. M & P
Laboratory may want to consider having its own capability in that area. The costs are not
high, time and effort to assemble the system and obtain expertise are the major costs.
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APPENDIX A. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
An excellent discussion on mechanical metallurgy and the various approaches
currently used to classify materials and their engineering properties is given in Reference
16. Classical laws of physics can then be used to macroscopically define the elasticity
properties of the materials. The structure of the material defines the number of constants
required to adequately describe the elasticity properties of the material. For instance
Figure A-l. illustrates a cubic material with vectors indicating directional forces on the
structure. The strains resulting from these forces define the elastic constants.
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Figure A-l. Unit cell of cubic material showing stress and strain components of force
vectors.
For the general case there are 21 independent elastic constants, such that
stress = (stiffness matrix) X strain or:
033
023
cll C12C13 C14C15C16
C12 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C13 C23 C33 C34 C35 C36
CHC24C34 C44C45 c46
C15 C25 C35 C45 C55 C56
C16 C26 C32 C46 C56
£11
£22
£33
£23
£13
If there is one plane of symmetry, say the X3 axis is perpendicular to a plane of
symmetry then:
= c15 = = c34 = c35 = c46 =
and the number of independent elastic constants reduces to 13. The stiffness matrix then
becomes:
Oil
033
023
013
C12C13
C22C23 ° ° C26
C13 C23 C33 ° ° C36
0 0 0 C44C45 0
0 0 0 C45C55 0
C16 C26 C36 0 0 c66J
£11
£22
£33
£23
£13
£12
Likewise if there are two mutually perpendicular planes of elastic symmetry, then
C22-C23
we can also write c^
 = c22 , CB = c\2 , ^ 55 = C66 , and C44 = ~— .
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The number of independent elastic constants is now reduced to 5. The Hooke's law
formulation now becomes:
023
On
=
"
 cll C12C12 0 0 0 ^
C12C22C23 ° ° °
C12 C23C22 0 0 0
C22-C23O A A A A0 0 ~ 0 0
0 0 0 0 C 6 6 0
^ 0 0 0 0 0 c / ^
£22
£33
£23
£13
^£12'
For complete isotropy, the number of independent constants is reduced to 2 and
the stiffness matrix now becomes:
033
023
013
=
'
 cll C12C12 0 0 0 "
C12C11C12 0 0 0
C 1 2 C12C11 0 0 0
C11-C12O A A A A0 0 ~ 0 0
C11-C12
0 0 0 0 -Ly-L£ 0
C11-C12o o o o o — ^  —
' £11 "
£22
£33
2£23
2E13
- 2£12 >
CH-C12.
where c^ \ is equivalent to the Lame constant Reference 16 provides A. and — — is
equivalent to the Lame constant (I. This formulation of Hooke's law can be expressed as:
Oil
a22
033
023
013
>•. Ol? >
'X+2^i \ \ 0 0 0 "
X X+2n X 000
X X X+2n 000
0 0 0 \i 00
0 0 0 O^i 0
- 0 0 00 0^i>
' £11 ^
£22
£33
2E23
2E13
- 2£12 -
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Since aluminum in particular is a homogenous material, we are able to utilize the
Lame constants X and |i for this work.
APPENDIX 2. PROCEDURE FOR ULTRASONIC MATERIALS
CHARACTERIZATION WITH THE MATEC MBS 8000
1.0 Software Set-Up
1.1 Power on all components of the system.
1.2 Enter <BR835> in computer to execute batch file for Matec software. Main menu
will appear.
1.3 Use function keys as shown on display to set parameters for test.
1.4 Typical settings on Aluminum sample are:
Repetition Rate - 10.0 milliseconds
Pulse Width - 0.25 microseconds
Gate width - between 0.1 and 0.5 microseconds
Receiver Gain - 0.0 dB
Frequency - 5.0 MHz
Amplitude - 0.445 V (Maximum allowed by software)
Filter Setting - #2
1.5 Toggle the printer on using the [+] key
1.6 In setting the gate positions for a measurement, it is recommended that at least
three reflections be gated for an accurate measurement. It is recommended also
that the gates be placed just past the highest peak of a reflection for best
identification by the system.
2.0. Using the Hitachi V-660 Oscilloscope for Measurement
There is a large percentage of reflected echoes that appear on the screen. Some
are possibly due to side wall reflections in the quartz buffer rod. Others are of
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uncertain origin. In order to obtain the correct reflections on the screen, the
positions of the echoes need to be calculated and echoes nearest these calculated
areas are expected to be the correct echoes.
2.1 Connect the two inputs from the MBS-8000 to the oscilloscope as shown in the
Matec manual.
2.2 Set the VERTICAL mode switch to DUAL to show both the reflection wave form
and the gate positioning form.
2.3 Use the positioning knobs for each channel to place the waves in the best position
for the user.
2.4 Use the horizontal mode features of the oscilloscope to expand the area of
possible interest by setting the ALT switch to on. This will show a second
enlarged portion of the wave form on the screen in addition to the previous form
which may be moved horizontally using the VARIABLES control knob.
2.5 The SELECTOR toggle may be set to A/B SEP to separate the waves using the
VARIABLES control knob for user clarity.
2.6 Use the SELECTOR toggle switch to set the scope into DELAY mode.
2.7 The TIME/DIV selector may now be used to enlarge a particular segment of the
wave form while the original form is shown without change. The screen will
show the total delay for the enlarged portion of the wave in the upper left corner
of the screen.
3.0. Eurotherm Controller for Heating the Furnace
3.1 Open the door at the bottom of the controller to show programming set controls.
3.2 Hold the right button until the SP1 read-out is shown.
3.3 Set the desired temperature for test with the UP and DOWN arrow buttons.
3.4 Close door. Readout will return to normal and furnace will begin heating.
3.5 After test the temperature may be changed to another desired temperature or to
zero for cooling.
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